The work in this paper is an extension of the recently proposed stacked Alamouti based spatial modulation (SA-SM) scheme. The motivation is that by taking advantage of the existing full-diversity full-rate (FDFR) space-time code, to construct SM transmission with the properties of higher spectral efficiency, non-vanishing determinants (NVD) property, as well as fast decoding. In the proposed scheme, we still use the stacked structure to construct the signal matrix, but Alamouti code in the SA-SM scheme is replaced by the FDFR Sezginer-Sari-Biglieri (SSB) code. The combination of stacked structure with SSB code can contribute to attaining the goals of our motivation. Since the proposed SM scheme has block-orthogonal (BO) property, we call it as BO-SM. We then present a low-complexity block-by-block sphere decoding for the BO-SM scheme owing to the variables corresponding to the same block are independent. Simulation results of bit error rate (BER) performance show that the proposed BO-SM scheme outperforms some newly presented diversity-achieving SM schemes.
I. INTRODUCTION
As a new multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) technique, spatial modulation (SM) [1] has attracted substantial attention, due to its low-cost single-RF-based transmitter, and its ability of exploiting the indices of the transmit antennas to convey extra information bits. However, SM offers only a logarithmic increase of the data rate with the number of transmit antennas. Consequently, some improved SM algorithms such as the generalized SM [2] , and quadrature SM [3] schemes use various antennas activation and symbols carrying mechanisms to achieve higher spectral efficiency. Unfortunately, neither SM nor the above improved SM schemes can attain transmit diversity.
To achieve diversity gain for SM systems, a variety of design techniques have been developed. For example, by optimizing a set of dispersion matrices, a space-time shift keying and its generalized schemes [4] were constructed to provide transmit diversity. Another useful approach to attain transmit diversity is to combine SM with space-time block
The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Zihuai Lin . codes (STBC). For example, by activating two out of n T antennas to transmit an Alamouti code, Basar et al. proposed an STBC based SM scheme [5] . Later, a high-rate STBC-SM with cyclic structure was given in [6] . By multiplying a spatial constellation (SC) matrix with an Alamouti code, a spatially modulated orthogonal space-time block coding scheme was proposed in [7] . Recently, by multiplying a new SC matrix with a double space-time transmit diversity code, a high-rate SM scheme called DT-SM is proposed in [8] . Almost at the same time, inspired by the concept of quadrature SM (QSM), a diversity-achieving QSM (DA-QSM) scheme is presented in [9] . Both the DT-SM and DA-QSM schemes are proved to have better bit error rate performance than the previous schemes in [4] , [5] and [7] . However, to get the transmit diversity, except for the SM schemes in [7] and [9] , all the above-mentioned schemes need to perform the dispersion matrices searching or parameters optimization, which are difficult to fulfil when the number of transmit antennas is large. Very recently, a stacked Alamouti based spatial modulation (SA-SM) scheme is introduced in [10] . In this scheme, the stacked Alamouti code is used as the transmitted signal matrix, which makes SA-SM have some obvious advantages.
For example, higher spectral efficiency, the non-vanishing determinants (NVD) property without requiring any parameter optimization, as well as the block-orthogonal structure.
In this paper, we extend the stacked structure of SA-SM to other full-diversity full-rate space-time codes, and then construct a high-rate SM scheme with block-orthogonal structure (called BO-SM). The proposed BO-SM scheme enjoys the following features: 1) higher spectral efficiency than the newly proposed schemes in [8]- [10] ; 2) NVD property without requiring any parameter optimization; 3) fitting for any even transmit antennas n T , and any number of activated antennas from 1 to n T ; 4) block-orthogonal structure, we then present a block-by-block fast sphere decoding (SD) algorithm for the BO-SM scheme since the variables corresponding to the same block are independent; 5) better bit error rate (BER) performance than the schemes in [8] - [10] .
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II introduces the system model and the block-orthogonal structure, and then the BO-SM scheme is presented in Section III. In Section IV we discuss the block-orthogonal structure of the BO-SM scheme, while Section V and Section VI provide the block-by-block SD decoder and the simulation results, respectively. Finally, the paper is concluded in Section VII.
Notations: Vectors and matrices are denoted by bold lowercase and capital letters, respectively. (·) * , (·) T , and (·) H denote the conjugate, transpose, and Hermitian transpose, respectively. || · || stands for the Frobenius norm. ∅ denotes empty set. I m and 0 m denote the m × m identity and zero matrices, respectively. Q P is the binomial coefficient, and x 2 p denotes the largest integer less than or equal to x, that is an integer power of 2. ⊗ is the Kronecker product. vec(X) denotes the operation of stacking the columns of X one below the other.
Let x R and x I be the real and imaginary parts of a complex number x, respectively, the (·) operator acting on x is defined as
The( ·) operator can similarly be applied to an m × n complex matrix X by replacing each entry x ij byx ij , i = 1, · · · , m, j = 1, · · · , n, resulting in a 2m × 2n real matrixX.
II. SYSTEM MODEL AND BLOCK-ORTHOGONAL STRUCTURE
We use the same system model as that of [10] - [12] : let us consider an n T × n R MIMO system, the channel between the transmitter and receiver is Rayleigh quasi-static flat-fading. When the n T × T STBC X is transmitted, the n R × T received signal is given by
where H and W denote the n R × n T channel matrix and the the n R × T noise matrix, respectively. The entries of H and W obey CN (0, 1) and CN (0, σ 2 ) distributions, respectively. The n T × T STBC X containing K symbols
By performing vec(·) and then (·) operations to both sides of (1), the system model in (1) can be rewritten as the real form
where s = [s R 1 , s I 1 , · · · , s R K , s I K ] T is the real symbol vector, H eq is the 2n R T × 2K equivalent channel matrix, and it is given by
with G denoting the 2n T T × 2K generator matrix for X, and it is defined as [11] , [12] G = vec(A 1 ) vec(A 2 ) · · · vec(A 2K ) .
Using this equivalent real system model, the Maximum-Likelihood (ML) decoding metric can be expressed as
On performing the QR decomposition of H eq , we get H eq = QR, where Q is an orthonormal matrix, and R is an upper-triangular matrix. The ML decoding metric can be equivalently written as
According to the definition of [13] , an STBC is defined as a block-orthogonal STC (BOSTC) if its R matrix has the structure
where each sub-block E il , (i = 1, · · · , − 1, l = 2, · · · , ) is non-zero rectangular matrix, and each sub-block
have the same size k × k, then the BOSTC is said to have the block-orthogonal structure of ( , k, 1), with 1 means that each diagonal entry of D i is scalar. According to the sufficient conditions of obtaining the block-orthogonal structure, various BOSTC code matrices have been designed in [13] , [14] for both high-rate transmission and fast decoding. Besides, some other typical full-diversity full-rate (FDFR) STCs also possess the block-orthogonal structure. For example, the STC proposed by Sezginer, Sari, and Biglieri [15] (we call it as SSB code) has the block-orthogonal structure of (2, 4, 1), and it is given by
where s i , i = 1, · · · , 4 are information symbols drawn from
7)]/4, and d = −jb. In this paper, we will use SSB code as the basic code matrix to construct high-rate SM transmission scheme, and the proposed SM scheme is called BO-SM for short since it also possesses the block-orthogonal structure. It is worth mentioning that in the proposed BO-SM scheme, the SSB code can be replaced by other BOSTCs in [13] and [14] .
III. PROPOSED BO-SM SCHEME
Similarly to the SA-SM scheme [10] , we still use the stacked structure to construct the BO-SM signal matrix. Firstly, we divide the four symbols of SSB code into two pairs c 1 = {s 1 , s 3 } and c 2 = {s 2 , s 4 }. In a MIMO system with n T (n T is an even number) transmit antennas, by stacking K = n T /2 SSB codes one below the other, we obtain an n T × 2 signal matrix of BO-SM as follows:
. . .
where
Assuming that at each time slot n A out of n T symbol pairs are simultaneously activated, we define the spatial constellation (SC) as the set of all the possible activated symbol pairs combinations: (11) where Q = n T n A 2 p is the size of the set , the 1 × n A vector l q is called the qth SC codeword. Figure 1 shows the transmitter architecture of the proposed BO-SM scheme. During every two consecutive symbol periods, m = log 2 Q + 2n A log 2 M bits enter the BO-SM transmitter. The first m 1 = log 2 Q bits are used to select one SC codeword l q from the set , then according to l q , the n A symbol pairs in x = [c 1 , c 2 , · · · , c n T ] are activated, and the remaining (n T − n A ) symbol pairs in x are zeros. Next, the last m 2 = 2n A log 2 M bits are modulated by the M -QAM/PSK modulator, which determine the values of the n A activated symbol pairs. Finally, the modulated symbol vector x q is fed into the stacked SSB code mapper, via the mapping of (10), we get the final BO-SM signal S q = S(x q ).
It can be seen from (10) that the number of activated symbol pairs is actually equal to the number of activated transmit antennas at each time slot. For simplicity, we denote a BO-SM scheme with n T transmit, n R receive, and n A simultaneously activated antennas, as BO-SM(n T , n R , n A ). The spectral efficiency of BO-SM(n T , n R , n A ) is equal to
Obviously, with the same n A , the number of symbols contained in BO-SM is two times of that in the SA-SM scheme, thus BO-SM has higher spectral efficiency than SA-SM. Moreover, the spectral efficiency of BO-SM outperforms that of the DT-SM scheme [8] .
In Fig. 2 , the spectral efficiencies of DT-SM, SA-SM, and the proposed BO-SM are compared as a function of the number of transmit antennas n T . Since the number of activated antennas in the DT-SM scheme is fixed to be four, we set n A = 4 in Fig. 2 . It can be seen that BO-SM has obvious higher spectral efficiency than both DT-SM and SA-SM. In Fig. 3 , by employing n T = 8, 16 and 24 transmit antennas, respectively, we compare the spectral efficiency of BO-SM with that of SA-SM as a function of n A . As can be observed that BO-SM shows superiority over SA-SM.
Furthermore, since SSB code is a FDFR code, it is readily to prove that the BO-SM scheme has the NVD property even though only one antenna is activated. Therefore, the BO-SM scheme can attain the second order transmit diversity without requiring any parameter optimization.
IV. BLOCK-ORTHOGONAL STRUCTURE OF BO-SM
The SSB code in (9) also can be represented in form of the linear combinations of dispersion matrices:
where the eight dispersion matrices of SSB code are of the form
Then the BO-SM code in (10) can be expressed in terms of dispersion matrices {B 1 , · · · , B 8K } as
where the eight dispersion matrices {B 8(k−1)+1 , · · · , B 8k } corresponding to the kth SSB block X k (c 2k−1 , c 2k ) take on the form
with e k (k = 1, · · · , K ) denoting the kth column of K × K identity matrix I K .
We divide all the 8K dispersion matrices {B p } 8K p=1 of S(x) into 2K groups with each group has four dispersion matrices:
We can verify that any two different dispersion matrices belonging to the same group satisfy the skew-symmetric property, i.e.,
Whereas this property does not hold for two dispersion matrices chosen from different groups. Next, by employing this property of {B p } 8K p=1 , we discuss the block-orthogonal structure of BO-SM for different SC codewords.
A. FOR THE CASE OF N A = N T
When n A = n T , we only have Q = 1 SC codeword, and the BO-SM signal matrix contains 2n T symbols, accordingly, all the 8K dispersion matrices {B p } 8K p=1 are simultaneously activated, thus the unique generator matrix of BO-SM takes the form
On performing the QR decomposition of the equivalent channel matrix of BO-SM, i.e., H eq = (I 2 ⊗Ȟ)G = QR, according to Theorem 1 of [12] , the BO-SM(n T , n R , n T ) signal has the block-orthogonal structure (2K , 4, 1), which means there are total 2K 4 × 4 diagonal matrices in the upper-triangular matrix R.
B. FOR THE CASE OF N A < N T
To better analyze the block-orthogonal structure of BO-SM, we should make clear the indices of the activated dispersion matrices in {B p } 8K p=1 . Firstly, we give the mapping method of from SC codeword l q to the indices of the activated dispersion matrices, which is denoted by an 1 × 4n A vector d q = [d(1), d(2), · · · , d(4n A )].
The SC codeword l q = [l(1), l(2), · · · , l(n A )] just provides the indices of the activated symbol pairs, from which we can obtain the indices of the activated symbols in BO-SM signal S q . Since one symbol pair corresponds two symbols, if l(k) for k = 1, · · · , n A is an odd number, the indices of the two symbols are 2l(k)−1 and 2l(k)+1, else if l(k) is an even number, the indices of the two symbols are 2l(k)−2 and 2l(k). Then for the qth SC codeword l q , we sort all the 2n A indices of the activated symbols in ascending order and collect them into an 1 × 2n A vector t q = [t(1), t(2), · · · , t(2n A )]. Further, observe from (14) that the ith symbol s i corresponds to two dispersion matrices B 2i−1 and B 2i , so that we obtain the 4n A indices of the activated dispersion matrices in S q as follows:
For BO-SM with n A < n T , we have Q SC codewords l q , for q = 1, · · · , Q. Thus for the qth signal S q , its corresponding generator matrix can be represented in terms of d q as G q = vec(B d(1) ) vec(B d(2) ) · · · vec (B d(4n A ) ) . (20) VOLUME 8, 2020 When S q is transmitted, correspondingly, the equivalent channel matrix in (4) has the form of
After performing QR decomposition of H e, we get H e= Q q R q . Then from G q , we can obtain the block-orthogonal structure of the upper-triangular matrix R q . Since for n A < n T , the diagonal matrices D γ 's in R q have different sizes, we use a vector k q [k 1 , · · · , k ] with γ =1 k γ = 4n A to describe the block-orthogonal structure of R q . If the first four dispersion matrices in G q belong to the same group of (16), we have k 1 = 4, and this operation continues like this for p times until only two dispersion matrices belonging to the same group appear, then the last ( − p) parameters k γ = 2 for γ = p + 1, · · · , . On the contrary, at the beginning of G q , if there are only two dispersion matrices belong to the same group of (16), then we have k 1 = 2, and all the remaining parameters k γ = 2 with = 2n A . In Table 1 , we take BO-SM(6, n R , 4) as an example to show the block-orthogonal parameters for different l q .
By utilizing the block-orthogonal structure of the R q matrix, we present a fast block-by-block sphere decoding (SD) for the BO-SM scheme.
V. BLOCK-BY-BLOCK SPHERE DECODING
When the BO-SM signal S q is transmitted, the ML decoding metric in (6) can be represented as
where y = vec(Y), y q = Q T q y, s q is the equivalent real symbol vector corresponding to S q . Since for a given q, the term (y H y − y H q y q ) is irrelevant to s q , the optimal real symbol vector for each q can be estimated aŝ 
Finally, the transmitted real signal vector can be determined asˆ s = (ˆ s)q.
Note that there are blocks D γ 's in R q , and each D γ is a k γ × k γ diagonal matrix, so that the k γ variables corresponding to the same block D γ are independent and orthogonal, which inspires us to compute the current Euclidean metrics of these k γ layers independently. We then store these values in a look-up table and retrieve them for the current Euclidean metric calculation of this block.
Here we take k q = [4, 4, · · · , 4] as an example to illustrate the current metric calculation. Assuming that the lth layer corresponds to the γ th block D γ , then the current Euclidean metric m CurL l of the lth layer can be calculated as
where y l and s l denote the lth entry of y q and s q , respectively, r (l,l) denotes the (l, l)th entry of R q , r (l,4γ +1:L) and s (4γ +1:L) denote the vectors [r (l,4γ +1) , · · · , r (l,L) ] and [s 4γ +1 , · · · , s L ] T , respectively. z l y l − ξ l . Moreover, if the lth layer corresponds to the last block D , we have ξ l = 0 and then z l = y l . When s (4γ +1:L) is conditionally given, the k γ current metrics m CurL l 's corresponding to the same block can be computed in parallel, and then these values are stored in a look-up table.
Further, let m CurB γ denote the current Euclidean metric of the γ th block, we retrieve the m CurL l values of k γ layers from the table and sum them up to get m CurB γ . Let T γ , γ = 1, · · · , , denote the accumulated Euclidean metric of the γ th block, then we have
Assuming the initial sphere radius of SD decoder is d 0 , the SD decoder starts from block , and at block γ , it tests the condition
If (28) is satisfied, the search proceeds to block (γ −1) until it reaches block 1 where the initial sphere radius d 0 is replaced by T 1 , obviously, T 1 = m( s q ). The search continues like this until all the branches inside the radius are tested. In this way, we perform a block-by-block SD (BbB-SD) decoding for the BO-SM scheme.
To get the optimal solution of (23) as quickly as possible, in the BbB-SD searching process, we employ a sorting strategy which independently sorts the nodes at each layer according to their values of m CurL l , and then sorts the branches of each block according to their values of T γ .
The proposed BbB-SD can be summarized as follows (where the size of R is according to the values of m AccB
equal to the l γ th branch of block γ , and then go to
Step 7).
, then go to Step 7) . 11) If γ > , then go to Step 12) , else go to Step 10). 12) Set D temp = D temp + (y H y − y H q y q ). If D temp < D min , then saveŝ =ŝ temp andq = q, set D min = D temp . 13) Set q = q + 1, if q ≤ Q, then go to Step 2. 14) Ifŝ = ∅ (i.e., no solution found), then increase d and go to Step 1, else terminate.
VI. SIMULATION RESULTS
In this section, we provide simulation results for the BO-SM scheme and make comparisons with the DT-SM [8] , DA-QSM [9] , and SA-SM [10] schemes under various system configurations. In all simulations, we use four receive antennas and all performance comparisons are made for a BER value of 10 −5 . In the figures, for the DT-SM and SA-SM schemes, the three parameters denote (n T , n R , n A ), for the DA-QSM scheme, the three parameters denote (n T , n R , P) with P being the number of activated dispersion matrices. Firstly, in Fig. 4 we compare the decoding complexity of the proposed BbB-SD decoding for the BO-SM scheme with that of the low-complexity SD (short for Low-SD) decoding for the DT-SM scheme. The decoding complexity is evaluated by the number of floating-point operations (flops) per bit. For both two sphere decoders, their complexities include the flops required in pre-processing stage and SD search stage, and the flops in SD search stage can be obtained experimentally. Also, in Fig. 4 , we give the decoding complexity of DA-QSM with ML decoding for comparison. It can be seen that at the transmission of 8 bits/s/Hz, by utilizing the block-orthogonal property, the BbB-SD decoding for BO-SM has lower complexity than the Low-SD for DT-SM and the ML decoder for DA-QSM. Moreover, BO-SM(4, 4, 4) has obvious lower decoding complexity than BO-SM (6, 4, 3) , this is because that for BO-SM (4, 4, 4) all the four diagonal matrices D i 's in R have the dimension 4 × 4. Fig. 5 provides the BER curves of the DA-QSM, SA-SM and BO-SM schemes under the transmission of 7 bits/s/Hz. It is easily seen that BO-SM(4, 4, 3) obviously has better performance than SA-SM (4, 4, 3) . This is because that with n A = 3, the BO-SM scheme conveys six symbols whereas the SA-SM scheme only conveys three symbols, thus BO-SM can get the same spectral efficiency of 7 bits/s/Hz with lower modulation order (i.e., 4QAM). At the same time, we can observe from Fig. 5 that with less transmit and activated antennas, BO-SM(4, 4, 3) even has better BER performance than DA-QSM(6, 4, 4) at 7 bits/s/Hz.
In Fig. 6 , we compare the BER performance of the DT-SM, SA-SM, DA-QSM and BO-SM schemes at the spectral efficiency of 8 bits/s/Hz. It can be seen that at 8 bits/s/Hz, BO-SM(4, 4, 4) provides about 1.5 dB and 2.8 dB SNR gains over DT-SM (4, 4, 4) and SA-SM (4, 4, 4) , respectively. This is because that to get the same spectral efficiency of 8 bits/s/Hz, DT-SM(4, 4, 4) and SA-SM(4, 4, 4) have to use 8QAM and 16QAM, respectively, while BO-SM (4, 4, 4) uses lower modulation order (i.e., 4QAM). Also, with less transmit antennas, BO-SM (6, 4, 3) has close performance to DA-QSM(8, 4, 3) at 8 bits/s/Hz. Moreover, in Fig. 7 , it is clear that at 9.5 bits/s/Hz transmission, BO-SM(6, 4, 4) outperforms SA-SM (6, 4, 4) , and it has SNR gain about 2.6 dB over SA-SM (6, 4, 4) .
VII. CONCLUSION
As an extension of the SA-SM scheme, a high-rate SM scheme with block-orthogonal property called BO-SM is presented. The BO-SM scheme also uses the stacked manner to construct the signal matrix, while it uses SSB code as the core STBC. The BO-SM scheme has the advantages of higher spectral efficiency, NVD and block-orthogonal properties. Further, by utilizing this block-orthogonal structure, a block-by-block SD algorithm is proposed for BO-SM. Simulation results demonstrate that BO-SM has better BER performance than some newly presented schemes such as DT-SM, DA-QSM, and SA-SM. Note that besides of SSB code, other FDFR block-orthogonal space-time codes also can be used as the core STC in the BO-SM scheme to attain higher spectral efficiency and better BER performance.
